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Through our years of serving a diverse group of government contractors, it became apparent
that government contractors are severely underserved by national payroll providers. This
realization led to the launch of GovConPay. GovConPay offers a level of focus, knowledge, and
service that the industry has been desperately seeking. Our commitment and robust HCM
technology combine payroll, HR, applicant tracking and onboarding, benefits, and
compliance into one software that seamlessly unifies the experience with your mission-
critical DCAA-compliant ERP system.

Leading Provider of Payroll & HR
Solutions for Government
Contractors.

WHO ARE WE?
 A PARTNER THAT UNDERSTANDS GOVCONS.
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Leverage GovConPay's isolved People
Platform to easily and securely store and
share employee data with a single-source
database. Eliminate your paper HR files and
streamline your HR workflows and compliance
responsibilities. Turn your HR department into
a strategy center that is focused on building
culture and improving organizational
efficiencies. GovConPay is the answer to all
your payroll, HR, and compliance needs.

EMPLOY. ENABLE. EMPOWER.

Modern, scalable, & secure platform
Supporting 100,000  employers & over 5 million employees
nationwide

POWERED BY isolved
Delivered through the most powerful cloud computing environment,
Microsoft Azure™
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Say goodbye to the days of balancing multiple
software platforms that fail to communicate
with each other. GovConPay recognizes that
government contractors need a payroll and
HR partner that understands the critical role
that their DCAA-compliance ERP systems play
in operating their business. Our clients rely on
these systems — such as Deltek Costpoint,
Unanet, Jamis, and PROCAS — and our custom
integrations eliminate the inefficiencies of
managing employee records in multiple
systems.

The result? An HCM and ERP ecosystem that
unifies the experience for your people and
your projects.

 INTEGRATION PIONEER & LEADER 

A PEOPLE PLATFORM TO DESTROY
MANUAL PROCESSES & DRIVE EFFICIENCY. 

OUR MISSION.
UNIFYING YOUR PROJECT-BASED ERP
AND A ROBUST PEOPLE PLATFORM
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Employee demographic  integration may be via download, Secure FTP, or API.
Additional implementation fees and recurring fees will apply.
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